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Factors dotormining the location of an industry arc dioeussod,  principally as 

a choice between a major city and :x hinterland location.    Tho classical  location 

theory is reviowed "briefly.    WItnin tho torme of this theory,  tho ob.juoti.vo of 

minimizing transportation costs is a poor substituto for a roal objective,   such as 

maximizing profits. 

However,  tho assumptions oí' tho cl.--,scic¿l location theory relating to unlim- 

ited managerial rosourcen, full information, predict ability of tho futuro, and "all 

other things being equal" are unsuited to developing countries.    ;.fter considera- 

tion of tho form of tho transportation network,  attention is given to tho conse- 

quences of distance as timo,  of tho personal space preferences of a manager,  of tho 

lack of information about hinterland locations and tho pressures for rapid devel- 

opment, and of some aspects of tho labour forco available at hinterland locations. 

A broad definition of external oconomios and consideration of tho principios of 

multiples,  massing of resorvos,  and bulk transactions relate theso factors to oity 

size, to the effects of tho oaso of communication, to national customs, and to the 

lack of standardization of procedures.    These common considerations for the location 

of industry in developing countries are compared to those for young industries in 

developed countries.    It is suggestod that much of tho apparent overconcentration 

of development  in now nations is a functional aspect of the early stages of 

development. 

Location of a government industry should not differ significantly from that 

of private industry if only one project at a time is considored and calculations 

aro based on money costs.    Tt  is suggested that directive- to project managers to 

examino alternative locations and to use lower rates of intorost for capital and 

lower ratoo of discount for returns might result in moro hinterland locations.    Fur- 

thermore some considerations aro outlined for evaluation of location in terms of 

economic costs in tho framework of cost-benefit analysis.    Tt is not clear whothor 

those considerations will alter the net balanco of locations away xrom principal 

centres, although thoy may change tho location of some industrios.    Reference ie 

made to tho public objective of interregional equalization as distinct from that of 

aggregate national growth. 

Finally, regional policy DOT so iß considered as 4 location factor and a sub- 

stitute for and generator of information as well ae a useful devico for conserving 

and stretching scarce technical manpower.    Regional policy may also influence the 

logic of location docisions by tho use of considerations of longer-run effects and 

the economic macro-geography of development. 
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[.     INTRODUCTION 

Tu °^ T»X i" -ries must be couched I. conditional <~ 
location of in• '" „t f3rth ln thl. paper „ight appear 
Soma of the considerations which ml. 
.lBo.t offensively Ml«- to one whose country "£* "J^. 00untri>. 

„. in the initial stage* of industrial pro,•..    *» ^^^„„^ „„ 
obaervod, however, are only difference* of degree, and the ft. ore discus 

2.     Th. anaiyoi. that follow, will th() hinterland.    Invi« 

ri: rr. r::;"r,r.;, r.r.. J ~.»ir rr rr ;ir:':r^.r :,: :r.r;: " ur-rr 
*\H for «cert, trying to understand the changing spatial structure of 

on. *th fo   «^   t^ ng ttpon to ohoMa tho proper looatioM. 

develop!nc CCUUHVOB. ana IUI ar>n1vat   the choice 
*• th, point of vie, of the businessman or the projet ana!y t   the = 

dually lies bother two or three locations, ono or *.£c   -«U- 

seated on ,,co., « the «eisten. - - «*£    ^ «   ^ Lu- 
•  i •     i rtíT,v1+    or othoi such íacxoi'3, wnixu »"» 

ic-li^ ani spec.aUred -     '      ^ ^ ^ ^ . mi in ^ cao.., 
«Ill al:.o,t c-or. ^ o,o   f *M moraovari the paraaount iMue ef 

thero IB only one largo oity.    I- "•t ooun , 
territorial planning is xho postole overdevelopment of tho ma^or 

¿„triment of tho rc-ct of the »^ of , ^ 900nomy, «*, m „any 
i       Thia molarity ie tho spatial marniosta.ion ui 

a     he ITor cities hear to their hinterland the same relation a. develop 
oases, the *Jor «ties llWure on «obstacle. 
oountrios bo« tc undeveloped «nos.    Thougn mu 
to develop« usually .»sos .hese problems ,t the nat,on 11^1. they « 

!      al„st unchanged at the regies! level     — £^£^ lional 

economic development are faced «th count! ^ ^ 
themselves at the national level and those that ex.« 
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4,     In the earliest stages of development, regional planning and applied 

industrial location often take little account of the realities of the probi«««. 

raised by location or of the true dimensione of the  -»clioy issues.    Again.,  th«r« 

are excellent  studies of develonin^ economies which treat the question of location 

superficially.     One can frequently find,   in the same study on the subject,  cont- 

radictory statements,  namely,  that continued concentration in the cities morease« 

national polarization and income disparities but that this same concentration 

itself ie uneconomic and leads to a slowing down of national growth.    It is 

unlikely that both of these can be simultaneously true.    It is sometimes asserted 

also,  always without ->roof   that cities of 5 000,  25,000>  ?50,000,  or some other 

number of inhabitants are lar.-e enough to make external economies nossible, 

Considerable  stress will be laid on such economies in the course of our study,  but 

the truth is that there is no reliable knowledge of relevant urban sizes.    Finally, 

perhaps the most common error is the gratuitous statement that industry is or 

should be located at   ûaces where transportation costs are reduced to a minimum« 

.'accept in special circumstances,  thie is true neither in theory nor in practice. 

3.     This oaoer presents only & brief and non-technical review of the abstraot 

theory of industrial location in Section  EI.    Section III deals with other faotor« 

of location which are usually neglected in the abstract theory.,  and then proceed« 

to examino tha question from the -joint of view of tho businessman or the project 

director.    Section IV discusses some problems concerning the evaluation of loca- 

. tions from tho point of view of the national interest, and Section V surest« a 

number of considerations regarding ragionai planning as a faotor in location. 

TheBO last two  sections only sketch some of the dimensions of the problem,  «ino« 

neither theory nor oractice is sufficiently advanced to oermit a conclusive 

summary.    On the other hand,  a number of important issues are not diseased. 

Among these are the priorities to bo attributed to agricultural and industrial 

development and the links between the two,  the question of infrastructure and 

directly productive investment.    Nor are industrial estates or groirth centre« 

explicitly treated,    Tho former have been discussed oxtensively in many united 

Hâtions publications,   and the latter,   which is closely related to it,   is as yet 

only a way of thinking about problems rather than a documented technique of 
develonment. 

•WuWÄä 
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ix.   3.7irr mw3i o? TH- CLASSICAL LOCATION THEORY 

6. At fonal theory of the location of industry originated in Cermany in lb« 

nineteenth oentury,  and remains to this day a classical theory i„ that it   ,re- 

•U^OM. economic rationality,  comoleteneos of information and a static situation 

and ignori the comolaxitiea of the broader framework of country and region,    it  ' 

is therefore ill-suited to the conditio ,B cf devolo >ine countrios,    .fc.t contem- 

porary studios on the location of industry i„ develop countries do not doal 

w.th tho subject as such, but aake .asein:: référenças to articula? aspects of 

location within the discussion of economic development in ¿encrai.    Thus, many 

writings touch upon tho overall geographic otruoturo of a country,  unon urban and 

regxonal policios (for instance    industrial ,*rks,   polss of growth,  urban decent- 
ralisation),  or uoon transportation planning» 

7. This ,aoer will try to amalgamate many of these scattered ideas on the 

forces that determine tho choice of ar industrial location in develop countries 

Although,  as has boen mentioned,   the classical location theory is ill-suited to 

developing countries,   it will bo useful to make a brief non-technical review of 

it at this point by way of introduction.    Furthermore,  the theory is interesting 

because its deceptive straightforwardness moulds the thinking of «any practi- 

tioners and exerts in the field of development,  mainly because of the half-truth 

that tho rational location for an industry is that which minimizes transportât i on 
costs. 

8. The classical nroblem dealt with m tho literature on the subject ia that of 

choosing a locatic* for «ottin, u> a factory,     Fhose who try to solve this oroblem 

assume that the sources of materials   tho location and size of markets   the 

necessary quantitio. of the several materials ;,er u, it of product    and'tho rele- 

vant transportation rates are all known.     When the orchiem in stated in these 

terms,  everything but transportation costs is hold to be constant    and it is 

therefore considered that the best location is naturally that which minimes 

transportation costs.     We shall see later on that other factor* do not remain 

constant and that this objective is subject to strong qualifications.    Let us 

accept however    for the time boiniJ;  the classical formulation, 

9. Consider the costs of assembling materials and distributing the product of a 

manufacturing niant at each possible location.    These ousts will vary from one 

* 
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looation to another,  and,  taken togethor,  they would describo ovor tho national 

territory a fairly smooth Burfaoc of tranoport at ion coats, shaped like a bowl» 

The lowest point o:<: that surfaou must fall within tho polygon formed by drawing 

lines joining tho locations of markuts and materials,  or at one of tho vortioeF 

of the polygon»    The point oi  least transportation costs may bo tho lowest point 

on that surface, but the surface is Likely to have pits at each material or markot 

location,    •his i« bocau&e locating at such pointg will avoid the terminal costs 

of loading or unloading,  insurance, shipment,  etc.  of a material by locating the 

industry at  it3 source,  or again the 3amo costs relating to the product iteolf by 

locating it at tho market.    These pits may bo lower than the bottom of the bowl, 

and may thu3 represent locations of lower transportation costs. 

10. There i3 another type of location where savings of this type are possible, 

namely,  at ports and other points whore there is trans-shipment or break-of-bulk. 

It is often advantageous to procesa materials at  the  time when thoy are to be 

taken,  say,  out of trucks to bo loaded on a ship.    This,  of course,  is one of the 

principal reasons for the development of port locations as industrial oentros. 

In the terms we have boon using, port locations often represent doep pits on the 

surface of transportation costs. 

11. The classical theory recognizes that transportation oosts are not usually 

tho only factors to be considered.    Certain locations may have lower wage rates, 

preferential tax treatment,  or some other advantage  that lowors tho costs of 

manufacturing from tho businessman's point of view.    The savings per unit of 

product may bo subtracted from the height of tho transport surfaco at that point, 

and oréate another pit which must bo compared with tho others. 

12. In short, this simplest formulation of the theory amounts to no more than a 

systematic consideration of all possible locations, calculating transportation 

and production costs at each location,  and choosing tho lowest.    It must bo noted 

that it is an engineering rather than a true economic model, at loast in this 

simple form.    It does not take into account economic considerations suoh as factor 

substitution, the elasticity of demand, economies of scale,  or tho oonsequcnoes of 

alternative pricing policies.    lAill consideration of all thoso would lead us 

to a complex mathematical analysis,-'   and thoir effects oan only be touohod upon 

here. 

1/ The interested reader ie refcrrod to William Alonso,  "A Hoforaulation of 
Classical Location Theory and ite Rolation to Rent Thoory",  Papers of tho 
Regional Soionoe Association. Vol. XIX,  1967. 

=*.*#•& I-*äW3M*s**s'' 
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13. Sinee diversity of looation will result in differences in the delivered 

prioea of the materiale, many manufacturing rocessor, will ad.iuat their factor 

proportions  For iuotanco, a Bteol-raaking -lant at * looation distant from a 

lourco of coal will find ooal relatively more expensive on account of its addi- 

tional transportation costa and win nrobably choose a irodvetion orocoso that 

usee relatively leas coal and more of'some other oroduct. lima, the claaoical 

theory studies only subatitutions as between transportation innuxs, whereas in 

reality there often exist iossibilities of Substitution bctwooa tranc , rtatiou 

and other inputs. The objective of minimising transportation coste must bo 

broadened so ae to include the minimizing of total costs and this only if wo 

tako total revenues a. rirt£ ¿"i;:?d. 

14. Total revenues; however, are not fixed if the quantity to be sold varies with 

the prioe  If the product is sold at different prices in different mark*ta 

because of differences in delivery costs or for other reasons, the profitability 

of the enterprise will in general be greater if it is located near those markets 

which are sensitive to price variations Thus a large market which has an un- 

varying rate of aalos will exert a lesser force of attraction than a smaller one, 

in which slight reductions in delivered price result in large variation» in the 

quantity sold, The quantity sold at oach market may thus vary frow location to 

location, and also with the pricing oolicy adopted  This point is very important, 

for the true objective of most economic activity is to increase profite as much 

as oossible, not to reduce costs to a minimum. The reduction of transnortation 

costs is only a very limited objective in the overall pattern, and a firm will 

normally be willing to spend more in order to make more. Otherwise, to take an 

extreme instance, transportation costs would be minimizod by not producing at all. 

15. It must be recognized, however, that the classical prob lorn of adapting pro- 

duction to a predetermined quantity and nrico may be moro suited to conditions of 

soaroity, imperfect articulation of the pricing system., and socialized production 

suoh as are commonly found in developing countries, Tt may bo argued that in 

those cases, the problem is to onginoer production rather than to identify domand, 

in contrast to the free-market situation of affluent economies. But such an 

argument, and the objections to it. lead to rather difficult ond a.e yot noorly 

defined areas of eoonomios, A simpler and more foroeful r.rgument fer a location 
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which minimizes transportation coste is that  it makes  the analysis simpler, 

roquiros loss toohnioal manpower which in limited,  and is  likely to bo less time- 

consuming;  thus thu project may got underway more quickly at a location which io 

satisfactory,   cvon if it  is not the boet in torma of profitability,  contribution 

to the national product,   or some other more fundamental objective.    It may bo 

notud that différant objectives will scractiîaos result in the choice of different 

locations.    This will be discussed in Sections IV and V. 

16.     Aooording to the theory vhioh hae boon presented, the location of the firm 

may be viewed as responding to pulle fron markets or materials.    In the simplest 

oasc, whoro all quantities aro fixed and only transportation costs vary, tho pull 

of a source of material  is equal  to the weight of that material per unit of pro- 

duct multiplied by its transportation rate.    The pull of a market is equal to the 

fraction of total production sold thure,  multiplied by the weight of tho product, 

multiplied by tho transportation rate.    Tf we allow substitution among production 

factors, the pull of a material is weighted by the sun of cross-elasticities 

between this factor and tho others.    In certain raathods of pricing,  tho pull of a 

market is weighted by the price elasticity of the domand at that market.    But, 

setting suoh complexities aside,  wo may imagino these various pulls operating on 

tho location:     tho optimal location will bo at the point where these forces 

balance each other and an equilibrium is achieved. 

17.    This simple physical analogue of the forcea of location is crii to instructive. 

7ho force that pulls towards a location is called tho id¿a¿ Ü2ÍÉÍ»        Whero ^ 

ideal weight  is lar^o in relation to the others, it pulls the location of tho 

plant towards it, and the industry is said to bo oriented towards it.    Thus, 

processes that lose woight, such as the roduotion of ores, result in a laatfria^- 

orientation.    On tho other hand,  pröcoecos that incroaso in ideal weight tond to 

bo market-oriented.    Tho inoreese in idoal weight may, as in the case of beer and 

ink, be duo to tho addition of a luiivoreally available ingrédient (wator), or,  as 

in the oaso of boxes and automobiles, to tho incrcasu in bulk which increasos tho 

freight pe*- mile, or affain, as in the caso of newspapers and bakod goods,  to tho 

high perishability -,>f tho product which requires rapid and oxponsiva trans- 

portation. 

l/ Actually,  tho ideal woight is the name of the magnitude of the foroe (ex- 
cluding dirootion)   in the simple oaso.    No general nano exists for the more 
complex directed foroe. 

,   ^ .. ...-,., . t smut,*,, i» »»»»ii   n— i 
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18.    Even these rudimentary considerations begin to shed light on the question 

as to whether industry will bo attracted to resources,     Thus,   iron ore has a low 

ideal weight in relation to coal and to the other factors that *o into iron and 

steel,   and the higher the ^ade of the ore,  the less likely it is to attract in- 

dustry since it is easier to move it.    Oil has an ideal weight nearly equal to 

that of its first stage products,  and therefore the petrochemical industry may he 

located either at the source,   or at tho market, or at some intermediate location 

whioh is convenient because of transportation, availability of funds, political 

safety,  or any other convenient reason.    Generally speaking-,  it may be said that 

most Physical resources attract little industry,    Thoir first processing does not 

add much to their value and is seldom labour-intensive,  and later transformations 

are likely to be oriented to other locational nulls.    On the othor hand,  coal is 

weight-lost*g in moot of its usas,  and electricity is expensive to move over long 

distane«».    Hence their ideal weights are high, and *h«y may attract industry. 

19.     In comparison with the industries of developed countries, most of tho indus- 

tries in developing countries are simple,   in that they require relatively few raw 

materials.    Thus,   the steel industry will confine itsolf to th. manufactura of 

tho basic tyoes rather than to that of more specialized alloys.    At tho same time, 

the markets for the products will bo concentrated in a few locations,  in parti- 

cular the large cities or,  in the case of foreign markets,  the .>orts of export 

will servo as tho terminals within the national territory,    A couolox process 

that uses materials obtained fron many primary sources and secondary producers, 

and whioh oroduces a wide line of goods whioh sell in a largo number of markets 

is subject to many locational rmlls, and may often be located almost anywhere, 

einoe an increase in distance to one market or material is likely to be compen- 

sated by a smaller distance to another.    In other words, the bowl of the trans- 

portation surface for procéseos using many materials and yielding several pro- 

ducts is likely to bo rather flat.   By contrast,  if tho locations of markets and 

materials are fow, the transportation surface is likely to have a very distinct 

low point, and it is likely,  therefore,  that there will be a much more definite 

optimal location in the caso of developing countries.    This tendency is streng- 

thened by the fact that the ratio of the value of materials to tho value of the 

final product is far higher in developing countries,  that is.  the value added in 
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the production process being lower the location of the plant is core likely to 

bo dotorminod by difforoncoe in tranc portati on costs, Wo ohall coo, however, 

that a hoet of other factors in developing countries reverse this tendency by 

favouring tho location of industry in tho capital cities. 

•M 
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III. LOCATION FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE OR PROJECT 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

20. In this seotion we shall deal primarily with the industrial enterprise, 

although almost all of the oriteria discussed will also apply to ajovernmental 

industrial projects if they are viewed only as projects rather than as forming 

part of a general polioy of national spatial development.    Subsequent sections 

will deal with changes in some of the factors involved when viewed from the 

national point of view.    The criteria to be presented here will apply particularly 

to enterprises which are both owned and operated by an individual or a family, as 

often happens in developing countries.    Some of the factors discussed, suoh as 

the personal space preferences of managers and technicians, play » 1«*B important 

part when the enterprise is operated by persons or entities other than the owners, 

whether the state itself or some larger corporation, or a group of shareholders. 

21. Furthermore, we shall deal here with firms which may be said to be "located", 

that is to say,  firms whose location has been chosen deliberately.    I will have 

little to say about what may be oalled "spontaneous" industry, that is,  industry 

whose location is due to the fact that the rlace of residence of the man who 

started it happens to be there, or is due to the latter's ability to see or to 

create opportunities.    Although,  in a great many countries, both developed and 

developing, there are whole regions or cities  in which new industries spring up 

from looal sources, little seemc to be known about the reasons for this abundant 

growth.    Much of the fundaaental work belongs to an earlier generation of econo- 

mists.    Among present day students interested in this phenomenon, Everett Kagen 

holds an important place. -        In general the conditions that bring about such a 

ferment appear to arise from a certain state of tension or restlessness, a dis- 

satisfaction with things as they are or the fear of some imminent change, which 

oause oertain groups of individuals to look for fresh opportunities and new ways 

of approach.    Raoial or religious minorities, uprooted sections of the farm 

population, and members of a threatened landed aristocracy have all,  on occasioni 

played an entrepreneurial role.   Yet it is most difficult to generalise about 

l/ See, for instanco, Planning Economic Development. Horaewood,  111.s 
R. D. Irwin, 1963. 
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the spatial incidence of such spontaneour industrialization, and we know no way 

of planning it. Tt must be noted, however, that if spontaneous industrialization 

if; successful, it ir likely to lead in limo to the riso of professional manage- 

ment and to the: separation of -nana-ement from ownership. As the scalo of opera- 

tions increases, decisions regarding location will he' taken more :>Ubeivtel,y, 

-.specially as rcgardn -branch plants, and what h*s started as a -spontaneous" 

industry may bocono a located one. 

22. In thin paper we -ro dealing vith differences in regard to tho problem of 

location as between do/eloped and developing countries. It will bo soon that, 

in goneral, the principal difference aro duo to tho amount of available informa- 

tion, which involve an element of uncertainty, tho knowledge of opportunities, 

technical and managerial capacity and supply, and other factors. In a broader 

sonso, it can also involve the movement of goods as well as of ideas. The 

classical location theory, by assuming perfect information and predictability, 

and unlimited managerial and technical manpower, ignores the strongest factors 

which operate in developing countries. Moreover, it is for the most part static 

and assumes in fact that things happen in an instant. Ve shall see that time plays 

a crucial role in developing countries. 

23. VQ shall begin by examining tho effects of the spatial structure of developing 

countries on transportation costs, and then discuss a number of vital but neglectod 

factors. 

The transportation network and the concentration of markets 

24. The transportation networks of developing countries reflect their economic 

history. The traditional role of these countries as exporters of primary products 

resulted in tho creation of transportation networks which roscmble drainage systems 

oonvorging toward the coastline the ports became the major cities and served as 

tivh ;.-sU^ut fm:,t' not only for tho exports, but also for tho import of finished 

goods from abroad, which were distributed from those points of entry. 

Hence,, tho transportation network is typically shaped like a fan or a tree.-» 

In developed countries, by contrast, it represents a fuller »lattice, which, by 

1/  See P. Raggett, Ideational Analysis in Human Geography. New York? St. Martin's 
Press, V)C(f  and his discussion of the works of Taaffe and Kansky. The most 
detailed and thorough documentation it; in B.T.L. Berry, Essaye on Commodity 
Flows and the ^batial Structure of the Indian Economy. Rcsoarch Paper No. Ill, 
Bcpt. of woography, University of Chicago, 1366. 
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offoring moro nodos or points of confluence, permit a moro ovon distribution of 

looations. A glance at world raap3 of population concentration shows a striking 

pattorn of coastal cities ringing the developing continents, while tho hearts of 

the  oontinents aro virtually empty. In some cases, a navigable river permits 

tho development of a city furthor inland, but this is in fact due to a luoky 

hazard that links the continent to tho sea, Tf, instead of concentration of 

population, tho concentrations of industry, income, education, or other forms of 

ooonomic dovolopmont aro examined, tho existence of such a ring can be soon ovon 

moro clearly, 

25. The oonsequ'enco, of such coastal concentrations and fan-shaped movement 

systems io that tho point most accessible to tho country as a whole is not its 

geographical centre, but some point on tho odgo, which is tho functional centre 

of tho country in toras of economic distances. It may be noted Lhat the 

physical excontricity of those functional centres resulte in longr.r c.vrr^c 

distances between points in a country of a given size; on the other hand, tho 

oxtrome concentrations of ooonomic activities that characterize thoso oountrios 

roduoe tho distances that aro effectively travorsod. 

26. Ono of the consequences of this strong directional voining of tho national 

territory is that, in tho preliminary analysis of location, distances must bo 

considered in terms of speoific routes, while in developed countries thoy may 

bo taken in a moro abstract way. In a developed country, situated in 2uropo and 

North Araorioa, for instance^ one 0an bo moro or less cortain that the effective 

distanoo betwoon any two points on tho map will not oxcood by moro than 20 por 

cent tho distance by air; in developing countries, .two relatively neighbouring 

locations may not havo a connecting road, and may bo joined onlj at somo distant 

major city. The technical elaboration of this concept is beyond tho scope of 

this paper, but the point is that the problem of looation in developing countrios 

will involve either more difficult geometric transformations of physical spaco 

into ooonomic spaco than is the caso in developed countrios, or a moro spocifio 

and detailed (and therefore moro demanding) analysis in tho preliminary stagos 

of planning, 

27. Tho large coastal citios are thus tho moro central, locations for tho dis- 

tribution of goods to tho population at largo, a factor which is of primary 
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importance for industries produoing consumer goods if the soale of their market 

is country-wide.-/ The large coaBt.il cities or principal nodos will also be the 

rnoBt central points for industrie that depend on one typo of material obtained 

from dispersed sources,  or which combine various materials from different souroee. 

To this must be added,  o" course, the faot that these points also serve as ports 

for the import of some of the natorialn,  componente;,  or equipment, or the export 

of some of tho manufactured produot.    The concentration of demand at that point 

is often preponderant, both because income is always geographically more concen- 

trated than population and because manufactured products are essentially inoorae- 

olaetio, so that demand will be more concentrated than income.    Similarly, 

industrial demand for producer goods will be essentially concentrated at these 
pointe. 

28.    It follows from the above that transportation-oriented industrie* will 

often find that those coastal nodos are the most advantageous points from the 

point of view of location.    It is our view, however, that the minimizing of 

transport inputs plays a loss important role in the location of industry in 

developing countries than in the developed ones.    External causes often sorve 

as more powerful magnets than transportation factors to attract industry to the 

largo cities.    This does not mean, of course, that there are not many industries 

whose location is determined by the classical location factors associated with 

transportation oosts.    Of those factors,  one of the most typioal is first 

prooessing of materials, which, being weight-reducing, makes it important to 

looate the industry at tho source of the material.    Among suoh processes, we 

may mention the earlier processes of metal refining, cotton ginning, bacon 

curing, seed crushing, sugar refining, sawmilling, rioe milling, ooment and 
briok making.*' 

i/ On the other hand, consumer industries whioh can operate effectively on a 
small soale can and should be distributed more widely over tho national 
torrifcory. 

P.S. Florence, loonomios and Sociology of Industry> London: CA. Vatts 
- Co., 1964t p. I51. 
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Distance as timo 

2?. Oftan, timo rather than cost is the primary factor when considering dis- 

tance. This is well known in the case of industries v.hich deal vrith perishable 

commodities, such as oortain foods or newspapers. There are, however, other 

factors in developing countries which make time more important for industry than 

is usually the case in developed countries, 

30. The time consumed in simple shipments can be surprisingly long.  It often 

happens that whole weeks are spent in moving commodities or materiale; over rela- 

tively short distances, with days vested in confusion, breakdowns, layovers, 

unavailability of carriers, labyrinthine paper work and authorizations, occa- 

sionally washed-out roads or trackcv and a thousand other contingencies that 

defy the imagination. Sometimes, after woolen of waiting for an ordor, it ìB 

diRfsovfìrnd that i+ has boon misplaced and that the shipment has not left. Or 

the shipment itself may bo lost, in the sense that it has arrived at some placo 

and no one has been notified of thj fact. The probability of these occurrences 

will vary greatly from country to country, but it rns^y bo said, in general, that 

in developing countries shipments take longer on the average to arrivo, and th.it 

there is greater uncertainty as to the time of arrival. 

31« Under these conditions, the time consumed in transportation is likely to bo 

an important consideration for many industries. At distant locations, it will 

be necessary to have substantially larger inventories of materials in order to 

ensure continuity of production, and to have large inventories of the product 

at the markets to ensure prompt and predictable deliveries. Even tho inventory 

of spare parte for the production machinery will have to be greater. Thü; im- 

portant item has boen estiinatod at about 20 oer cent of total machinery and 

equipment investment in developing countries.-J 

32« All these delays, thonv require considerably larger investments of capital 

for inventories at distant locations, bocause of the necessity of having: 

(i) larger inventories to cover tho longer load times involved in the length of 

normal trips; and (ii) larger inventories to cover the possibilities of unfore- 

seen delays. The additional capital costs, in view of tho high interest rates 

\J   If. Bryoe, Industrial Development, New York: McGraw-Hill, I960, P« 125. 
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that prevail in these countries, can easily exceed savings in transportation 

costs as such, The first type of cost, involving load times, is unavoidable, 

especially in the absence of complex and sophisticated inventory techniques. 

The second type, due to uncertainty, is avoidable only at the probable oost of 

idle production linos in case of failure of materials or spare parts, or of the 

dissatisfaction of customers and unfilled orders if the produot cannot be 

delivered. 

Personal space preferences of managers and technicians 

33. This factor, perhaps because it ic so human, seldom receives adequate 

recognition., yot it may bo in some waye the most powerful ono in the choioo of 

a looation. Managers r.ad technicians belong to certain social classes, suoh as 

the aristocracy or an omerjixvj upper-middle cl.asS; and have usually received a 

relatively good udueulion} thu,y therefore expect living conditions which can be 

enjoyed only in the principal cities, Restaurants, cinemas, clubs, interesting 

friends and woll-dressod people, fashionable shops, bookstores, televisión« and 

a sense of being at a place where things are happening - all these are felt to 

be necessary by the majority of managers and technicians and the overwhelming 

majority of their wives. To be away from the bi<r city is often regarded ac 

equivalent to an exile. Family links, which arc of great importance in meny 

developing societies, will often be another anchor tying a man to tho big oity, 

unless ht or his wife happens to have a family at the new location.-' 

34« Aside from these ties to the large city, which a manager or technician will 

rogard ac his home because he has probably spent many years as a student in it 

oven if he was not born there, serious problems of personal and family adjust- 

ment are likely to arisa at the new location. Those may be duo to ethnic or 

religious differences, the existence òf a different dialect, or of a local aris- 

tocracy to which he will be an outsider, as well as to differences in customs, 

and food. It may bo affirmed that on the whole the family's adjustment will be 

l/ This phenomenon is not limited to developing countries. A recent survey by 
the Wall Street Journal (Feb. 23, 1966) found that this issue was of great 
importance in American industry, and determined looation to a considerable 
extent. 
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moro difficult on account of ite feoling of superiority toviards its nor environ- 

ment, which it willv in all likelihood, regard not merely as different, but also 

ao provincial and old-fashioned. 

35« To persuade managors and technicians to leave tho largo cities very often 

substantial inducements including higher salarios, company-provided houses and 

automobiles, lengthy vacations and paid tripe, must bo offered. Sven thon, mon 

of high qualifications Mill often not be obtainable, for they have ample oppor- 

tunities in the cities. In dovoloping countries, vher? tho novelty of situations 

and the lack of an institutional matrix call for the highest degree of resource- 

fulness, energy-, and inventiveness in these positions, a second-rato man can be 

far more costly in terms of lont efficiency and missed opportunities than any 

differential in transportation coste.. lloro Kill be caid about the special calls 

on management and technical staff in emerging industries in a later section. It 

seems clear, howuvur, Lhul Imme personal preferences will play 3.  creator roic 

if the enterprise is owned and managed by an individual or a family than if it 

has a more abstract ownership; as is the case with government projects or pub- 

licly held privato corporations, in v.'hieh Management is a professional career, 

and valere tho decisions regarding the location of plants arc usually takon by 

people vho till not have to live at those locations.-^ 

Tho BP&tial distribution of information and tho cost of tjKw in decisions rela- 

ting to location 

36. A common feature of developing countries is that it is often difficult or 

impossible to obtain reliable information about possible hinterland locations. 

Rot only may it bo hard to find out vhat transport facilitieo and schedules 

exist and what supporting services and facilities are available, but it may be 

l/ Seo A. Lautorbaohj -lianagerial Attitudes and Economic Development :, K^kloa, 
XV:2, I962. Wh lo making similar although non-looationnl observations, 
Lauterbach observes that industrial enterprises of powerful families in 
Latin Amerioa are often associated with their agricultural background and 
holdings. Thus, they tend to devolop canneries, 3ugar refineries, coffee 
roasting, meat freezing, wool and cotton millo. Both the economics of loca- 
tion and the space preferences of some of these families may often favour 
hinterland looations. 
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difficult to obtain information about such posoibly important features as tho 

availability of natcr, local MOOCíü, clays or other materials and thoir proper- 

ties. Local variations may necessitate the redesign of equipment and processes, 

often involving scientific investigations which may be longthy and not neces- 

sarily successful. It may often happen that something that had boon taken for 

granted is not available; and that tho firm vdll be put to the expense and waste 

of onorgy of having to undertake the necessary activities in order to supply 

itself. The things that may bo missing are too varied to be exhaustively listed 

hero. Tho enterprise may be forced to become its own trucking and shipping 

firm, a warohou3or of office supplies and a repairshop of office equipment, a 

real estate management concern and general storehouse for somo of its employees, 

or again it may have to be its ovm jobber for certain materials and components, 

etc. Those, of course, aru the opposite of external economies, and may be 

tormed diseconomies due to forced internalization, Sovoral countries which have 

attempted to adopt industrial decentralization policies have discovered that 

large firms can adapt themselves more successfully to tho conditions prevailing 

in small cities and distant locations. Thoir size affords them economics of 

scale for internalizing those externalities. Below WG shall discuss other 

factors, such as the predictability oi demand and stability of production pro- 

cesses as they affect a firm's ability to adapt itself to a hinterland looation. 

37.  There is a particular point which deserves to bo examined hcrev although it 

might be left to the end. Besides classical factors such ac lov.'or transport 

costs or localized advantages, one of the principal reasons that militate in 

favour of locating industry in the hinterland is simply equity¡ which aims at 

minimizing differences in income and employment between the various regions. 

However, tho exporionce acquired in both developed and developing countries indi- 

cate that frequently much of the labour needed for a now enterprise must also be 

brought into a ba^Vveur! ï«S1P, . f because the local population lacks the necessary 

skills. In such cases, except at the most superficial statistical level, tho 

goal of interregional equity is not reached, since tho newly omployod aro not, 

oxcopt post facto, residents of the region. Tho local population may rocoivo 

no benefit oxcopt for multiplier effects, whioh will be small because of sparse 

intrarogional sectoral linkages, and which may in fact reduce local welfare ljy 

oauoing sharp sectoral imbalances in a region '.»ith lov productive adaptability. 
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In other words, the resulting increases in demand for food, construction mater- 

ials, and tho like, may raise the prioo of thoso items for the looal population. 

38.   The most common advantages of distant locations may lie in lower transport 

oosts,  lover rents, lower wages and tho existenoe of a labour force which is 

less set in its ways, as well as in fewer costs of congestion.    In contrast to 

these will be disadvantages such as the risk of oosts due to uncertainty as to 

looal conditions, and the costs of internalizing functions which would normally 

be external and for which tho firm may lack the necessary facilities.   These 

costs will be largely unknown at the time of choosing tho location, and) in any 

rational deoision they will be ovaluated aocording to probabilities.   Sinco, in 

the last analysis,  profits represent the difference between costs and rovenues, 

greater uncertainty as to the upper limit of costs will require a largor margin 

for safety, especially since revenue is usually more predictable from the price 

of oompetitivo products.    The known advantages of the distant location must 

therefore be very large to offset the probable, but unknown, disadvantages. 

39«   The very high output-oapital ratio and rates of interest which often prevail 

in developing countries constitute yet another forco that attracts industry to- 

ward the known environment of the large city.    Even if it were possible to obtain 

all the necessary information about a distant site so that all uncertainty could 

be removed,  it would probably take months or even years to do so, and that would 

involve a considerable delay in getting started,    linen returns on capital and 

entrepreneurship are very high, such a delay may be quite costly in terms of lost 

production.    Thus, the choice will often be made with good reason in favour of 

the opportunities that are known to exist in developed localities,  evon if it is 

reoognised that another looality might presumably be better if there wore timo 

enough to look into it.    Vigorous action and quick decision con bo preferable 

to careful consideration of all possibilities,   if finding the best solution is 

likely to causo delays and if satisfactory alternatives can be rapidly found. 

40.   To revert to the matter of labour costs in the perspective of timo,  it must 

be noted that lower oost but less-skilled labour is usually an advantage only 

in the rolatively long run.    In the first years, as tho labour force is being 

trained, one may expeot it to be inefficient not only because of laok of speci- 

fic skills, but also for laok of industrialised attitudos, which, although funda- 

mentally subtle, may manifest themselves in such exponsive forms as high rates 
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of absenteeism, tardiness,   turnover,  spoilage and poor maintenance of equipment.- 

In view of the very short-range financial planning which i3 characteristic of 

developing countries,  a delay of a very few years in reaping the benefits of low« 

wages is likely to rob such a location factor of all interest.    On the other hanc 

as will be discussed later, public policy,  which must often be based on longer- 

range planning prospects,  and which must take into account a number of things 

other than the balance shoot of a project, may regard the creation of modern 

attitudes among the population as important as the physical production of goods. 

External economies 

41. These economies,  i-<hioh are among the most important determinants of locatior 

in developing countries; are the most difficult to assess.    They have not been 

systematically classified,  nor are there any sharp tools for their analysis or 

the measurement of their effects.    There is an ample descriptive literature,  but 

it is essentially limited to the developed countries,    ''e shall see, however, 

that certain aspects of the matter are of particular importance for developing 

countries.    Although they are hard to measure,  they muat not be underestimated. 

There is considerable evidence that,  in many cases, they can more than compensate 

for higher costs of transport,  labour, or other factors of production from the 

point of view of the firm or the project.    From the point of viev of national 

regional development policy, an understanding of what external economies consist 

of probably contains the answer to the crucial questions of whether the principa] 

cities are too largo, of how big secondary growth centres must be to enjoy self- 

sustaining growth¡ and of what types of industries lend themselves to a policy 

of decentralization and at what stage of their evolution.    These policy issues 

will be mentioned in greater detail in a later section. 

42. HQ may begin by a classic definition-/ , which points to three elements in 

l/    Although these phenomena are commonplace and familiar in developing countriei 
it is interesting that some of the most preoise documentation refers to a 
developed country.    See W.F.  Luttrel, Factory Location and industrial Move- 
ment,  London:    National Institute of Economic and Social Research, 1962. 

2/    E.M.   Hoover, The Location of Economic Aotivity, New York:    McGraw-Hill,  1948, 
pp. 120-121.   Hoover refers this to P,S,  Florence, The Logic of Industrial 
Organization, London:    Kegan., Paul, Trench, Trubner à Co.~ 1933. 

MMtmwtdW^W 
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external economies - multiples, massing of reserves, and bulk transactions. These 

are developments of the concepts which had been applied to the problem of the 

efficient size of enterprises. In the case of the enterprise, the concept of 

multiples implies that, since machinery is designed to operate at certain capacities, 

the minimum efficient size for an enterprise is that which ensures that no piece of 

equipment is and sr- ut ili z?H . By way of il lias trat ion, imagine a three-step process. 

If the machine of step B accommodates the output of three machines of step A, and 

the machine of step C accommodates the output of two machines of step B, the mini- 

mum efficient size of a plant would consist of six machines of step A, two machines 

of step B, and one machine of step C. 

43« The same logic applies to a city. A certain minimum size is required for the 

efficient use of an airport, a transport system, or other forms of infrastructure. 

Smaller sizes will mean overcapacity, and therefore greater unit cost. On the other 

hand, what is perhaps more important, certain sizes must be reached to .justify the 

setting up of specialized supporting services, such as specialized shippers and 

jobbers, financial agencies, trade publications, repair services, specialized print- 

ing, consulting services, equipment leasing, advanced education facilities, and 

laboratories. It should be noted that the principle of multiples, in its full 

sense, may result in higher productivity not only by preventing idle capacity, but 

also by permitting firms to specialize more narrowly and thus increase productivity. 

A firm could print its catalogues at a printshop which is especially set up and 

experienced in that type of work; it could seek advice from a lawyer who is par- 

ticularly qualified to handle the issues at hand; it could get its machines repaired 

by men who know them well and have the proper tools, and so forth. 

44. The principle of the massing of reserves is an actuarial principle. Imagine, 

for instance, that there are five firms, each of which plans to use ten units of a 

material, but each of which, because of the possibility of spoilage or unexpected 

orders, cens-îders that there is an even chance that it will need two additional units. 

If these firms are separated in space, each must have twelve units of material for 

that level of risk, and among them the five will need sixty units. This constitutes 

a reserve of ten units or 20 per cent. On the other hand, if all five are close 

together and use a common supplier or have an understanding to assist each other, only 

four and one-half units or 9 per cent of the material will be needed as a reserve 

for the same level of risk. *     The same logic would apply to the advantages of 

1/ ThiB is based on the independence of each firm*s need for extra material. 
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larger pools of skilled labour, of larger markets for the product, and of larger or 

more numerous suppliers of the faotors of production, repair and other services. 

45. While the principle of multiples refers to the definite advantages of particu- 

lar combinations, the principle of the massing of reserves deals with the probab- 

ilstic advantages of sheer size. It is based on the fact that uncertainty, when 

spread over large numbers, ie more predictable and therefore involves less risk. 

Looked at another way, large numbers permit much greater flexibility and adapt- 

ability to changing and often unforeseeable circumstances, because more opportunities 

are open. Por instance, if a firm changes its production process and thereby finds 

itself with a new waste product on hand, a firm in a large and varied aggregate 

will be far more likely to be able to make use of it than one in a smaller city, 

and the waste product will beoomo a byproduct. The reverse holds true if the new 

process calls for some new input. 

46. The third element in this formulation is the principle of bulk transactions. 

In the case of the firm, this principle is based on the fact that buying or shipping 

in larger quantities usually results in lower unit prices. In the case of the city, 

the size of operations may result in lower rates and more frequent and convenient 

service for large-scale transfer and terminal facilities. The same may apply to 

other public and commercial services, mainly because fixed costs may decline per 

unit and because more efficient processes can be used with the increase in the 

scale of operations. It is frequently suggested, however, that many functions 

in large cities operate under diminishing returns, principally beoause of conges- 

tion, either internal to the function or among functions. This point has not been 

settled by empirioal research, and constitutes the principal bone of contention 

between those who argue for and those who argue against big cities. We shall have 

more to say about this later. 

47. The principle of bulk transactions has a less equivocal aspect than that 

which has been mentioned with respect to the principle of multiples. A very 

i "—'». i ».i ninni, jim .üanw 
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largo scale of opérations permits specialization and increased productivity.    That 

is to say,   the very large number of events and transactions na!:u it  possible to 

handle a wide variety of needs  in a standardized and there! oro r.oro officient and 

loss costly manner.    Once again,  wo have in mind specialised snippers,   repairmen, 

professionals,   and  subcontractors.     "i'hi.s  doos  not   contradict   ,-mr  nrp-unrmt  b,->low 

that the largo city is particularly hospitable to the unstandardized producer.    The 

reason for this is that tho unstandardized producer has greater need for supporting 

services and associated activities. likely that he will  find these in 

tho large cities;  moreover,  in large cities they will bo nero specialized and 

standardized,  and therefore easier to use. 

48«    The subtle but  onornous importance of face to face relations is not suffi- 

ciently recognized in the above formulation of external economies.    Yot,   \-\ deve- 

loping oountrios,  thoso personal contacts are of crucial importance for many 

reasons.    To name but the most obvious factors,  developing countries have poorer 

communications systems,  telephones are scarcer and less dependable,  nail is slower 

and may fail to arrive,   and air connections arc rarer.    Consequently,  distance 

between persons is a more formidable barrier to communication than elsewhere, and 

this leads to the spatial concentration of those who must do business together. 

49.    Social  forcos,  however, may exert an ovon stronger force towrd spatial con- 

centration.     This is because,   in developing countries,  most messages arc IOSB im- 

personal and standardized than in the developed ones.    Jtor instanco,   in dcvoloped 

countries much information is transmitted by trade journals,  catalogues, govern- 

ment publications,   and other means.     At the sane time,  contracts,  terms of 

financing and details of payment and delivery,  specification of the product, and 

a thousand other forms of contact tend to follow established ferns.     In dovoloping 

countrios,  communications depond far more on things said by word of mouth, pro- 

cedures aro far loss standardized,   und call for discussion and negotiation.    These 

oiroumstanoes make it necossary for people to got together,    Horoovor,  the rituals 

of social contact when two-way communication is necessary aro moro elaborato.    In 

many oountrios, considerable time must be devoted to expressions of mutual res- 

pect, and no hurry must be shown to get to the substanco of the mooting.    3ven 

tho 8ub8tanoo of the conversation must be troatcd in a subtle and indiroct manner, 
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which often baffles those used to procedures followed in developed countries. 

There arc ways of saying yes which mean no, price and time estimates which mean 

something elee, gentle probings,  and subtle hints.    An order blank, a long- 

distance telephone call, a cable or a business letter are instruments which are 

too blunt  and  lack sensitivity to  theso complicated  attitudes. 

50.    Mechanical problems of communication and the customary nodes of contact are 

not the only forcee of this type which draw firms towards the city.    The social 

and institutional matrix of communication and information also exort pulls. 

Personal relations play a more frequent and more pervasive role in human eontaote 

of all types,  including business contacts.    In developed countries, contacts are 

more segmented into well-defined roles, which are limited to the issues at hand.^ 

In developing countries,  it  is more often important   to cultivate sources and to 

establish a community of attitudes or class positions.    Information on new develop- 

ments becomes available at  irregular intervals, and channels must be kept open 

to be certain of being informed.    Since the information is unpredictable, and 

often takes the form of rumours or confidential reports,  it is important to be in 

oontaot with many people,  and to see them even when no particular business is at 

hand.    Conditions in developing countries change frequently and unpredictably, 

regulations are modified, ministries are reorganized, and the relative costs and 

availability of production factors and financing change suddenly.    To bo in the 

contre of influence, decision, and information is therefore often of vital import- 

ance.   On account of the heavy bureaucratic maze of government permits and 

licences, papers must be personally carried from one official's desk to another. 

This is not only because rules and procedures are often confused or even contra- 

dictor/, or because favourable interpretations, favours, and often corruption are 

needed to grease many an overburoaucratized machine, but also because the low 

stnndai-de o" professional competence of many government officials below the very 

top levels make it likely that papers will get lost on some desk or dusty file in 
the depths of some ministry. 

This, of course, is a matter of degree.    For instance, oven in devolooëd 
countries,  salesmanship is very often pursued by warming the personal^spects 
of relations in tho nVia^n» «-p m««io «- t~*  r a»»«»«»» relations in tho sharing of meals or leisure. 

«"""•M<t jwswewaS; MHMWHMHÜMI mmmèe*&m 
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51. Wo have argued that the fluidity of the situation, the lack of standardization 

of procedures, and tho personalization of contacte strongly attract businessman 

or ontorprises toward tho city. This attraction is magnified by tho scarcity of 

entrepreneurs and managers. In most firms, one or a for: individuals exercise all 

the responsibilities of management, including general management, marketing, 

finance, purchasing, production, and long and ahort-r-nçc -Imnirv-. For th.! 

reasons discussed, tho management functions arc attracted towards tho city, nnd 

they draw tho production functions with them. The advantages of flexibility, 

adaptability, and the conservation and efficient uso of the scarce time of manage- 

ment aro likely to eliminate any advantage of a few percentage points in trans- 

portation, labour, or othor cost faotor at some alternative location. 

52. It is onlightoning to note tho similarities between the situation that 

exists in developing countries and that of new industries in developed countries .-^ 

Now industries spend their early years in the large citius for reasons which are 

very much similar to those which wo heve been discussing. Seither production nor 

demand is standardised, and situations change rapidly. Ownership, management, 

and technical functions arc exercised by one or a few individuals. The insta- 

bility of demand and froquent changos in technology or the cost or availability of 

production factors put a premium on contacts and adaptability. Investment per 

workor is low, since larger commitments can only bo judiciously undertaken when 

tho situation and the processes are stable and predictable enough to justify with 

safoty oxtondod runB of identical items. In the early stages of the industry, it 

is vital to have access to common services and inventories outside tho firm, to 

sourcos of finance, and to complementary producers; in short, those now industries 

are oriented to external economies. With time, demand boconas more predictable, 

production procossos and product linos are stabilized, tho various functions of 

management become professionalized, specialized, and distinct, and this groator 

stability makes it possible for tho firm to routinize and internalize some of tho 

services and stops of production which wore previously done outside; in short, 

tho firm bocomos a moro self-contained system. At this stage, the industry ofton 

1/ Soe R. Vernon, Metropolis 1985. New York, Doubleday Anchor, 1963, and 
R.M. Lichtenborg; One Tenth of a Nation. Cambridge, Harvard University 
Press, I960. 
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moves out of the large city to looalities whioh may offer advantages in the cost 

of transportation, labour, of some other factor.    T^ven the work of innovation 

ofton bocomo©  institutionalized in reBoarch pect ione staffed by professionale WîK 

work pystcmatically toward definite objectives    this activity may be cruite free 

from locational constraints,  if not from location?.! preferences.    Verv often,  too, 

einoo the profess ionalizat ion (depersonalization) of roles *.nd the routinization 

of communications permit control of production, deliveries, etc, by standard 

messages, branch piante are ostablinhod which onerate apart from the head office. 

53. In a newly-industrielizing country, most industries will be in the position 

of "new industries".    liven well  established and standardized industries in 

developed countries may be axpected to pase through an extended period of adapta- 

tion as management, technicians,   and skilled workers learn their business,  as 

production methods are adapted to local conditions,  and as demand becomes more 

speoific.    The mopt commonly noted of thoso adaptations arises from the differences 

in relative costs of factor prices in developing countries     In particular,   labour 

will be less expensive, and capital more expensive, and technology may often have 

to make the difficult adaptation to a more labour-intensive process.    During this 

period of adaptation the city will naturally be the most hospitable plaoe for the 

development of the new industry.    As the industry matures,  it will show a greater 

tendenoy to seek other locations,   although it may be detained by the factors, 

already noted,  of poor communications,  traditions of direct personal contact,  etc. 

54. Countries whioh are starting on the road towards industrialization will,  Re- 

definition,  have a larger proportion of "nev* industry", and this will contribute 

to an apparent over-urbanization or excessive concentration.    As the country 

develops and industry is established on a larger basis, new industries which seek 

the external facilities of the city will constitute a smaller proportion and 

industry as a whole will become more decentralized.     U the same time, as the 

country advances toward economic development, one may expeot changes which will 

facilitate such relative decentralization.    Thus, the cruality of the infrastructure 

and of the information about local conditions will become more even across the 

whole territory, and the population will be more adapted to modern conditions 

of production as a result of increasing literacy and the acquisition of habits 
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more suited to the required rolos.    A sectoral shift nwy be expected in the 

structure of the national economy, vith a typical relativo shift from the pre- 

dominano© of raw materials for export and of easily-produced consumption goods 

to a moro significant level of processing of materials within the national terri- 

tory itself, and ultimately to greater production ef intermediate and capital 

goods.    To tho extont that the productive structure has the effect of diminishing 

imports of intermediate and consumer goods and that exports of materials de- 

oroase in relative importance, the great cities will lose some of their attrac- 

tive power as ports.    On tho other hand, nationally-produced intermediate goods 

are likely to find both their materials and their markets within the largo 

existing concentrations, and therefore to be very much oriented towards the 

existing centres of production.    Furthermore, the national market for these 

products will be probably relatively small, so that production runs will be 

typically short and tailored to tho particular order.    As we have discussed 

above, such a dependence on close oontacts and on external conditions will load 

to tho concentration of these industries in the existing centres.!/ 

j/   A dissenting view on this point appears in P. Hauser (od.), Urbanization 
IR Latin America. UNESCO, Belgium,  1961.    It is argued ths*e that producer 
goods and capital goods tend to choose production sites close to the 
neoossary rar materials; this view seems to disregard not only the great 
pull of the market, but also the fact that most of tho inputs into these 
activities are themselves manufactures rather than ;:raw materials". 
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IV. THE LOCATION OP INDUSTRY F30M THE POINT OP VIEW OF PUBLIC POLICY 

55« Most of tho considerations outlinod in tho preerüng patfes a;>r>ly vith arcual 

foroo to projects in which tho decision regarding location rosta with tho govern- 

ment as well as privato enterprises. Thus, it has boon suggested that managers 

tend to ovoroetimato tho profitability of tho contro as compared with tho hinter- 

land booauso they laok objective knowlcdgo about conditions in tho periphery, 

beoauso of tho relative oaso with which now investment can bo made at tho centref 

booauso of a strong preference for tho metropolitan onvironmont, and beoauec of 

lack of intoroot in tho periphery por ao.-' In this papor, taking a very similar 

list of considerations, we have argued that Buch behaviour by entrepreneurs is 

quite realistic, on tho basis of a probabilistic logic whioh discounts tho 

unprovon advantages of the hinterland in proportion to their uncertainty and tho 

delays in their realization. Sconomio modols that assumo tho possibility of 

obtaining full information aro unsuitcd to the conditions prevailing in developing 

countries, for tho laok of information should not bo treated as an accidental 

factor. In point of fact, tho laok of information is ono of the structural 

aspoota of underdevelopment. The compiling of tho nocussary data roquiros the 

existence of reoords, a papor culture, a sophisticated and toohnically competent 

bureauoraoy, and sufficient domand for information from government and private 

deoision-makers and toohnioal staff to justify the hoavy investments nooossary to 

gather and storo tho roquirod information. Thoso conditions are not met in 

developing countrios, 

56. In developing oountries, whoro the oconomic baso is small and precarious, the 

appropriate stratogy is ono of production rathor than innovation.^ Ono of the 

profound disadvantages of underdevelopment is that, since rosourcos aro fow, 

enterprises whoro tho probability of failure is very high must bo avoided, if safo 

though less profitable altornativos aro opon. Ono of tho advantages of the largor 

•ite of developed.jcountrios is that it permits them to assume tho risks of innova- 

tion, sinco enough experiments are undertaken to guarantoo that the" failures 

J/A. Hirtchaan, Tho Strategy of Boonoroio Development. How Haven, Yale University 
Press, 1958, p.185. 

|/ Bryoe, 0£. oit. 
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will be more than compensated by the successes.    In this same sense, the choice 

of a hinterland location in a developing country may "be regarded as an innovation. 

Only a country whose economy haß Income sufficiently large and secure can afford 

the risk of failure.    Similarly,  large firms consisting of several plants aro 

thoBii most likely to accept such a risk. 

57»    The some logic applios to decisions relatinf to  location taken by a govern- 

mental agency entrusted with one or a few projects.    Rational programming at the 

level of thu individual agency will lead to decisione which are virtually indis- 

tinguishable from those of private enterprises.    It is only when agency programming 

is influenced by considerations of national policy that these decisions may vary. 

The following pages will sketch some of the problème and techniques of linking 

national policies and agency programmes. 

58. In many countries, the government is engaged in a large number of enterprisoe 

and, by comparison with the individual agency, may possess more of the advantages 

of size we have just mentioned, and thus be able to afford a more adventurous policy 

involving a few failures in return for greater overall benefits.    The problem is 

how to transmit this overall strategy to the programming agoncy.    One possibility 

i» to require that agencies examine alternative locations before arriving at a 

decision.    Such a policy is not without costs, in spite of its deceptive modesty. 

It may stretoh very thin the technical resources of the operating agency, it may 

delay tho initiation of projects,  it nay invite irrational decisions by stirring 

a hornets' nest of political pressures, and it may cost a surprising amount of 

money.    Yet it may be indicated if there is reasonable expectation that enough 

advantages which would otherwise be neglected will be discovered to offset these 

costs. 

59. The principal reason for this possible divergence between national policy 

and private or agency decisions is that the national government is, or should 

be, concerned with national profitability rather than with project profitability. 

That the costs of examining alternative locations may be excessive from the point 

of view of any one project, but a good investment if a large number of projects 

are considered, is only one of the many instancos of the application of this prin- 

ciple.    This is due to the fact that the national government is the represen- 

tative of the nation, and, as such, should take into account the external effects 
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of actione, whilo tho individual public project keeps ite books in a manner quite 

similar to that of a private enterprise. The noxt fow paces will indioato »omo 

of the principal ways in which a consideration of eoonomic costs (as distinct 

from money costs) may bo introduced into decisions regarding location taken by 

individual ateneios. 

60. Tho most genoral factor by which such dooisione are influenced is the poss- 

ible differonco in the interest rate appliod to capital costs and tho disoount 

rate applied to future profits. The appropriate rate which should be taken to 

calculate interest costs on public investment has boon the subject of considerable 

recent discussion. Tho arguments arc complex, and thore is no unanimity on tho 

proper rate to be adopted, but a lar^o number of economists aro of tho opinion 

that the rate adopted should be substantially below thet prevailing in the free 

market. Such a lower rate would naturally favour alternatives which neod moro 

capital in preference to alternatives which would be chosen by a free enterprise 

or by the government on the basis of higher rates. If an afconoy in charge of 

projoots is directed to base its calculations on choap capital, it might opt for 

distant locations, even though such looations might require largor investments 

in infrastructure. Similarly, a policy which made capital relatively cheaper 

would favour investment in plant and machinery, which, as we have argued, are 

more typical of standard-product industries with lon¿ production runs. 

61* It has also been argued that the rate of disoount to bo applied to the future 

stream of inoorao should be lower for publio projects than that appliod (often only 

implicitly) by private ontreponours. Among tho arguments in favour of this 

proposition is that of the permanence of institutions and the society they repre- 

sentas compared with the shorter and more uncertain lives of individuals and 

private concerns. If public agencies are directed to apply a low rate of disoount 

to futuro earnings, they will bo loss influenced by the delays involved in reaping 

the benofits of distant locations, As has been mentioned, these delays may bo duo 

to tho length of time necessary to develop the labour force, or to a lengthy 

period of adaptation of production processes to looal conditions, or again to the 

time it takes to establish officient rogular procedures of communication with 

suppliers and customers. 
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agencies might altor the decisions in regard to location for some projects, and 

it may be conjectured that they would favour hinterland locations to a greater 

degree. On the other hand, it mußt "bo recognized that, in reality, many develop- 

ing countries are politically unctablc, and that a particular government, or 

certain officials in a government, may want to obtain even quicker retmlts than 

private entrepreneurs. In such cases, they Mill adoot a very high discount rato, 

and favour projects with very quiek returns;. They vili shun distant locations 

because the exploration of alternatives would delay the project and because 

projects built near the contres of population enjoy greater publicity. IVhether 

|   or not such considerations arc valid, they are certainly present in many crsco, 

and no technical means exist to evaluate the relative value of political stability, 

63. That being so, the decisions to explore alternativos, to adopt a low rate of 

intorest, and to employ a low rate of discount are only the first stepy in the 

assessment of economio oostB and benefits vrhich reflect the national interest, aB 

opposed to the assessment of money costs and benefits which characterizes nrivato 

and most public project accounting. Other steps can also bo taken, some of which 

are relatively simple. For instance, if one of the inputs is subject to a govern- 

ment tax, its economic cost would be obtained by deducting the tax from the pur- 

chase price;-•' oonversely, if one of the inputs is subsidized, the cost of the 

subsidy should be added to the price. The general principle is that taxes and 

subsidies are transfer payments and should be eliminated from the money costs BO 

as to arrive at the economic costs. The cost of land (exclusive of improvements) 

presents a particularly difficult theoretical and practical problem in this 

respect. The purchase or leasing of land for a project is, of course, a mone; 

oost, but in so far as the transfer of money only transfers the asset (land) from 

one holder to another, it is not an economic cost, and should not be oountod 

among the eoonomic costs. But it may also bo argued that the price of land rep- 

resents the costs of opportunities which are lost by excluding some alternative 

use for that land; if that view is taken, land costs chould be taken into account. 

l/ In some oases the tax may in faot be a charge for services or facilities, 
In suoh oases, the tax should not be deducted. 
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Thirdly, it nay be argued that the prioe of land, particularly if it has been 

unoooupied or little used, is some measure of it« productivity in the use for 

which it i« intended (say, as a location differential rent), and should therefore 

be counted as a benefit rather than as a cost.    The matter is far from olear, and 

the present writer Mould be inclined to disregard idle land either as a ooet or 

ae a benefit from the public point of view.   Land whioh is in use should be treated 

a* a oost to the extent of it« advantage over an alternative location and the oosts 
of transferring it. 

64. The techniques of cost-benefit calculation are only now being evolved in the 

developed countries, and their adaptation to the developing one» is beset with 

new difficulties.   There are praotioal reasons for this, auch as the soaroity of 

teohnioal personnel who know how to employ then, but there are also fundamental 

theoretioal reasons.   Two of these will be mentioned here. 

65. The first is that the eoonomio oost of an input is the marginal oost of 

producing and delivering it.    For reasons of eoonomio theory and of procedure, if 

not of empirical observation, it is commonly assumed in the developed oountries 

that the price of an input is the marginal oost of production.    This assumption, 

however, is far less sound when applied to a developing economy, where the pricing 

aoohanisos are more capricious, the eoonomy less integrated, and money a more 

uncertain medium (in part beoause of inflation).   Thus, the assumption that priée 
•quale marginal oost is loss tenable. 

66. The second reason is based on the small sise of underdeveloped économies. 

The calculations of oost-benefit analysis nay be regarded as a partial differen- 

tial of a general equation for national inoome, in whioh the final net benefit is 

the net of the effects on the various sectors of the national inoome of Introducing 
a ohange - the project, that is, it is a sua» o-r marginal effects.   In a doveloned 

eoonomy, with a large national income, any one project will be small in its 

effeots, and these marginal effeots may be normally taken to be constant rates. 

But in a developing country, starting from a small eoonomio base, a project is 

likely to be large and to have profound struotural effeots, affecting, for 

instance, prioes and rates of output.   Suoh considerations make the application 

of oost-benefit techniques in developing oountries more difficult, but it may also 

be argued that the relative soaroity of capital makes them more neoessary.   When 

L 



using thorn, it i3 necessary to be moro fully aware- of their limitations and of the 

many important factors which do not onter into the calculations. 

67.  The calculation of marginal costr can be difficult, but the difficulty rhould 

not bo exaggerated. For inntance, if the transport u.yftorr. ia under-utilized, the 

actual transport coste aro likely to ho low-jr than the freight charges, and an 

intelligent guoes may be sufficient if r-n jr.net  measurement if; act possible. On 

the other hand, if the transport system ir,  overloaded, the marginal costs may be 

far higher. A precise evaluation may be impossible, because it involves., for 

instance, the oosts of congestion borne by others. It may be sufficient opera- 

tionally , however, to use money costR increased by some very roujh or tiriate, or to 

use only money costs and specify that thy represent an underestimate. 

63.  Par more difficult is the evaluation of external effects. Tor inrtance, the 

location of a particular project in sone particular locality may make it possible 

for other enterprises, either public or private, to cone into existence, and this 

should be counted among the benefits. Jaiurally, the wages 01 labour which would 

otherwise remain unemployed should be counted as a benefit from the national point 

of view, but it nay bo more difficult to ultimate the increate in economic activ- 

ity cauecd by suoh an increase in demand. The uso of a multiplier would be indi- 

cated, but it would be far less reliable than in a developed economy, because the 

response to increased demand nay result in sharp price offectr du.- to inflexibil- 

ity on the supply sido, 

69. The problcn of city size has been discussed by many, and ie often one of the 

most important factors in location policy both in developed and developing 

countries. In general, most countries seen to think that thir principal cities 

are excessively large, and thoy consequently adopt policios of decentralization, 

particularly as regards the manufacturing industry. There is no factual basis for 

this policy, for no one knows when a city become:; too large. Nonetheless, this ie 

a matter of such profound concern to so many countries that aomo of its theoretical 

aspects will be discussed horo. In general, it is based on a belief that certain 

sets of costs rise after cities have reached a certain s izo. Among the costs 

mentioned are those of traffic congestion, water and sewage disposal, shelter, 

policing, and some social costs. Tfhilo it must be emphasized that there is 

no empirical evidence for the fact that costs rise in such cases, the argument, 
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in one of ite moet sophisticated form^ runs thus-    any businessman or government 

Cheney,  in moving into ,a ccn^stod ccnlre, will pay only the prevailing or average 

costs for labour,   food,  transportation, utilities,   etc.    The addition of the new 

activity to the size of the city will change these coste only imperceptible fnr 

any user.    The marginal costs  however,  that is to say,  the addition to total costs 

due to the nw arrival, vili be much Larger than the average costs-    Thus,  if 

costs are rising with the increase in the size of the city, new activities will 

continue to be attracted far beyond the point at which the increasing marginal 

costs make this a relative or even absolute loss from the point of view of the 

national economy.    A cost-benefit analysis would arc the marginal costs arising 

from the external diseconomies of contention etc.  in e/nluating that location.    If 

we know what these costs were,  the central planning agencv might require operating 

agencies to use them in their calculation, one   the government might charge the 

full costs to private businesses by some form of taxation. 

70.    It was pointed out, however,  in an earlier section,  that there are reasons 

to believe that productivity may also increase with the size of the city.    Among 

the factors mentioned were the facility of communications and the availability 

of information, the availability of specialised services, the abundance of inter- 

industry linkages,  and the principle of massed reserves.    If productivity increases 

with urban size, then the pro.iect or the businessman will take into account only 

the effects of these externalities on his firm, which in a sense may be termed 

the average productivity.    But the project will not take into account, under 

normal procedures,  the external economies that  it produces for the other 

activities.    In other words,  the symmetrical analysis should he performed on the 

benefit side as on the cost side, and the public agency should take into account 

the marginal effect on total production in the city.    If productivity is rising 

with size, the marginal product vdll be considerably larger than the average 

product.    We also lack reliable information as to whether productivity rises with 

urban size, but a great deal of corroborating evidence suggests that it does.    The 

magnitudes involved in terms of jjer capita income, net regional income, value added 

por industrial worker,  local government expenditures, and cost of living indices 

for those few countries in which they are available, suggest to the present writer 

that as far as large cities are concerned, the marginal product is far greater 

MM 
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than the marginal oost,  and that consequently,  n.nti-urbaniza* ion policios orr with 

respect to the goal of national production,  for they compare marginal cost with 

average product. 

71.    The external benefits of a hinterland location are oven more elusive.    The 

contribution of the project to the external economies relating to location must 

usually be estimated not for an existing centre of economic activity, but for a 

future one, to which the particular project will contribute.    Clearly,  if we find 

it difficult to evaluate the external effects in cities that exist,  it will be 

even more difficult to do so in cases where the development is yet to come.    This 

is particularly true if we believe that there is a minimum critical threshold or 

take-off size for a growth pole.    Current models, whether simple multipliers or 

more complex input-output or money-flow models, which are used to calculate growth 

in a local economy as a result of new industry, might be called incremental growth 

models and do not lend themselves to the study or prediction of the cniantum jump 

implied in the concept of critical size.    Nor do other important considerations 

lend themselves easily to measurement.    Three of these will be mentioned below. 

(1) The project may contribute to ihr riso,  in the less advanced parts of the 

country, of new attitudes, a new sense of awareness, and now patterns of 

behaviour better suited to economic advancement.    In other words, a hinter- 

land location may be viewed as an investment  in human resources which may bo 

of greater significance than the project which is located there. 

(2) The location of a project in the hinterland vi il ururlly fiv\kc the 

region more known,  and help to integrate it  into th/1 iri'>r.nti'v. -^twrr': of the 

more advanced sectors of economic activity.    The increase of information will 

reduce the discount arising from uncertainty which is applied to other poss- 

ible projects at that location.    In so doing,  it lowers the threshold at 

which looal opportunities become attractive,  and several new enterprises may 

became feasible. 

(3) It was mentioned ec.rlior th&t, in most developing countries, especially 

those with a colonial background, the most important centres of development 

have coastal cities.    In some of these countries, a turning inward towards 

the "empty" hinterland, nay aoquire a particular significance as a symbolic 

act of national identification and thus croate a new frontier challenging the 

enthusiasm and energy of the people. 
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72. In the above discussion wc have focussed our attention on the goal of national 

economic growth, "but many countries also want to move towards interregional 

equality of incomes, and are vailing to sacrifice some measure of absolute growth 

to that purpose.    A project may bo located in a backward region in order to reach 

this objective wen if project profitability (in terms of the internal accounts of 

the project) and national profitability (in terms of contribution to national 

economic growth) are greater in the city.    There is, of course, no formula to study 

the trade-off between national growth and national equality,  and the decision is 

ultimately a political one.    It must be observed that, because the choice is a 

hard one, facts arc all too often twisted to nake it appear that in all cases both 

purposes are served simultaneously, whereae in all likelihood they are often at 

odds. 

73. The objective of interregional equality has received relatively slight system- 

atic consideration in the literature on the subject.-»      It is a particularly 

difficult subject to discuss  in non-technical terms, because measures of equity 

tend to be moro technical and far more dependent on the geographical definition of 

regions than those of national growth.   Furthermore, since the population is 

usually free to move from one region to another,  it is necessary that a clear 

distinction be maintained between the geographic unit and the people involved. 

Thus, as has been mentioned earlier, a project  in a backward region which must 

bring in labour from outside may well raise the per capita income of the region 

but lower the welfare of the original inhabitants if it introduces shortages or 

higher prices.    Similarly,  a project located outside a region, by draining off 

some of the surplus labour, may in fact raise the ¿er capita incomes of both those 

who leave the region and those who remain behind.    Moreover, a policy of develop- 

ing growth centres in backward regions may or mey not decrease the inequality of 

incomes between regions, but increase then within regions.    It ìB unclear in many 

cases whether the objective is to decrease inequality of income distribution for 

the national population as a whole, with the region serving as an instrumental 

concept for the guiding of policy, or whether the regions are viewed as organic 

l/     A good review of some of the issues and much of the literature is available 
in T. Reiner, "Sub-national and National Planning:    Decision Criteria", 
Papers of the Regional Soienoe Association, XIV, 1965. 
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cntitim, so that the crrualizing of incomes bctvcon rodions is itself the o»ij..~- 

tivo. A füll discussion of these ìSEUCS is clearly beyond the scope of this paper 

and is unavailable elsowhoro. Only a fov observations uill be made here. 

74. Under conditions of nixed economica, some of the most common devices to 

induco industry to choose hinterland locations: appear to be lower rates of 

intoroat, ¿ovemment loane or insurance of capital investment, or direct invest- 

ment by the govornmont. It should be noted that thw'c is a certain irony in the 

UBO of thoso inducomonts, for they will operate muet strongly for industries which 

aro capi tal-intensivo, and, if technical Substitution is possible, will encourra o 

thorn to substitute capital for labour cince they make capital cheaper, Such 

industries will tond to rely on skilled labour, which will often be brought in 

from outside the region, and will usually bo largo-scale industries which, as has 

boon discussed; tend to be moro self-contained and therefore lees likely to 

promote local growth because of the sparsencss of local linkages. Only recently 

havo a fow countries, such as the Unitod Kingdom and the Federal rcpublic of 

Qormany, beaun to experiment with similar inducements to attract labour-intensive 

industries. In so far as the roaoons for encouraging such locations arc to put 

local surplus labour to work and to discourage migration to the cities, it would 

soom reasonable to try to attract industrios for which the labour factor is 

propondorant. 

75. Tho costs of such subsidies, or of direct investment in infrastructure, or 

of (jovernraont sorvicce to attract industry to poor regione, ehould be attributed 

to the goal of equalization, in casos where, in the absence of euch inducements, 

tho industry would havo come into existence clscuhorc in the country. Thoy would 

be the costs of making what may be termed a ¿ooiraphic transfer payment, and they 

would pertain to rodiatribution rathor than to national production. The bonofitn 

that aro dorivod from tho industry should not be counted in the national profit- 

ability calculus of coat-benefit. They portain to regional profitability, which 

is as distinct from national profitability as is project profitability. Only if 

tho locational inducements cause industry which would not othurwiso havo come into 

oxistonco to be croatod within the national torritory do regional and national 

benefit calculations coincide, and oven thon secondary offects may differ at those 

1 ovo 1B if tho location of industry shifts socondary activity from ono roeion to 
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another, Tt may be noted that the common oonfusion between equalizing and 

national production objectives is due to the assumption that regional benefits 

are identical with national benefits, and to the faot that the possibility that 

we are taking from one region to give to another is often ignored. 

76. None of this must be interpret«d as a disparagement of the equity goal as 

a valid criterion for the location of industry from the point of view of public 

policy. ?he point we are stressing is that the analysis with respect to that 

goal ie too often poorly handled. 
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V. REGIONAL POLICY AS A LOCATE: FACTJ.t 

77» Regional policy is not commonly regarded as a location factor in ite ovm 

right. It is rather viewed as the basis of particular programmes and actions 

whioh modify other factors. Thus, capital may be made cheaper in certain 

locations by preferential ratos, or the disadvantages of a distant location may 

be mitigated by a ¡jubsidiecd -ro,.sport rate, or, In more extremo cases, certain 

locations may be forbidden and othors made mandatory by rovernmontal decree. 

Regional policy in itsalf may, however, operato as a location factor in developing 

countries over and above particular government actions to modify the other 

location factors. 

78. Much of the above discussion was basad on the fact that the conditions 

assumed by the classical location do not apply to the conditions prevailing in 

developing countries« Among the divergences aro the following:  (a) there is a 

general scarcity of information in developing countries, and an ovon greater 

Boaroity in the less developed areas of those countries; (b) in a country in tho 

process of development, the modern economic base will be comparatively 3mall; 

changes are therefore likely to be relatively swift and radical, so that there 

will be more structural fluidity and the traditional assumption implied by the 

statement "all other things being equal" will be lo3s valid; (c) tho shortage of 

entrepreneurial, managerial, and technical personnel both in and out of govern- 

ment is one of tho principal factors impeding development. 

79« °n aooount of those departures from the world of classical economics, tho 

very oxistonoe of a regional policy may affect the location of some projects. 

For instance, an announced and publicized decision to dovelop some provincial 

centre may oall tho entrepreneur's attention to that centre as a possible 

location independently of the concrete steps taken to develop it, whereas if no 

centre were designated by the government, the entrepreneur would not know what 

location to ohoose in the provincos and would be moro likely to settle in tho 

prinoipal cities. If there is a certain amount of oonfidoneo in tho constancy 

and offioacy of government action, the general statement of regional policy 

Borves to reduce uncertainty in the analysis of the project with rcspoct to the 

structural changes that may be expected in tho economic picture of tho country, 

and thus lower tho discount appliod to oxpoctod returns to allow for uncertainty. 
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Of course, since regional plane normally aro at the samo timo oolloctions of 

information about the regions, thoy will also sorvo to incroasc available know- 

lodge about those regions. Thus the regional plan will play a role in reducing 

uncertainty as to prosont conditions and future structural changes. 

80. This suggested effect of a regional plan is in some ways similar to the 

Fronoh concopt of indicative planning; when diverso activitios have oommon 

intarosts, it is eomotimos sufficient to indicato a common goal, without it being 

nocessary to issue commands or offer special inducements. Imagine scvoral 

projects that arc about to be undertaken, some by tho government and others by 

private ooncerns. In tho absence of a plan, some of the projects will bo located 

in tho prinoipal city, and soma here and thore in tho interior. The designation 

of a locality ae a growth locality may bring to the notice of sovoral of these tho 

opportunity of coming together and taking advantage of mutually induced external 

bonofits, 

81, It must bo understood, however, that tho bonofits that may be thus derived 

from tho plan do not absolvo tho government from its responsibility for taking 

concrete action, or from tho ncod to study and take into aooount tho com- 

plementarity of tho needs of tho participating activities, including government 

investment in infrastructure.*' 

1/ Among regional planners, balanced regional growth usually moans that all 
regions grow at tho samo ratos, or that tho slower regions grow faster to 
oatoh up with tho more dovolopod ones. It has recently beon pointod out 
that tho "big-push" soctorally-balanced growth stratogius of Rosonstoin- 
Hodan and othors, which stress tho complomontarity of certain soctors, is 
likely to result in sharp differences in regional rates of growth, with an 
omphasis on tho moro dovolopod ocntros, thus loading towards greater regional 
inequality, and "unbalanced»* regional growth. Soo W. P. Ilohman and 
R. C. Bhargava, "Balanced Thought and Economic Growth", Economic Development 
and Cultural Change. July 1966. In tho terms developed abovo^ balanced 
sootoral growth is oriontod to the goal of national growth, and balanood 
regional growth to the goal of equalisation. 
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82. The establishment of a regional plan meant to play an indicative role raises a 

number of problems. The plan itself will be drawn up in an atmosphere of uncer- 

tainty as to what is possible or even desirable, and will probably have to be 

frequently revised as more is learned about actual conditions and opportunities. 

The suooess of the plan's indicative function, however, depends to a large ex bent 

on the oonfidence which the participators have in its stability and the government's 

commitment to reach the speoified objectives. If these objectives change fre- 

quently, the utility of the plan as an instrument to reduce uncertainty will be 

nullified. 

83. The shortage of entrepreneurs, managers and technicians limits the national 

oapaoity to collect and evaluate information. The recommendations usually made 

that, in each case, decisions regarding location be taken after a careful examina- 

tion of a multitude of variables is not realistic. Alfred North ^tiitehead has 

observed: "It is a profoundly erroneous truism, repeated by all copy-books and by 

eminent people when they are making speeches, that we should cultivate the habit 

of thinking of what we are doing. The precise opposite is the case. Civilization 

advances by extending the number of important operations which we can perform 

without thinking about them. Operations of thought are like cavalry charges in a 

battle - they are strictly limited in number, they require fresh horses, and must 

only be made at decisive moments". Thus, one of the principal functions of regional 

planning may be that of economizing scarce project planning energy. This is 

aohieved by indicating probable decisions for certain classes of projects and pre- 

cluding other decisions. The plan may indicate what types of industry may be 

decentralised, and what types should continue to be concentrateti ; it nay indicate 

the most suitable locations for industries with certain characteristics- it may 

ensure rates of return on locations that suit certain general objectives, etc. 

Mention has already been made of indicated rates of interest and discount which 

might be made to apply to public projects. Similarly, shadow prices -'or techniques 

for oaloulating them may be indicated for some commonly used inputs, so that these 

do not have to be recalculated by each project which undertakes a cost-benefit 

analysis. Moreover, a certain amount of information can bo provided and distributed, 

inoluding projections of basic variables for general use. 

l/ Economio oosts when they differ from money costs. 
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84. Tho use of regional planning with a view to ooonomizing managorial and 

technical ruöuui'uoa prusontB two aspects, Tho first is the production and 

distribution of information which can bo used by more than one project. Tho 

sooond is tho ability to tako a comprehensive view of tho evolving spatial 

structure of tho national economy in the process of development. Indeed, an 

examination of tho overall picture nay reveal patterns which are not discorniblo 

in the individual projects. Such a study, for instance, may próvido information 

regarding tho advantages or disadvantages of certain types of locations for 

certain types of industries, or a long-term perspective of the growth of 

particular localities, such as tho growth of socondary centres in the interior of 

tho country, or aggregative projections of traffic volume on curtain arteries, 

indicating that saturation may bo expected within a certain poriod. In the 

long range view of tho oconomic macro-geography of a developing country, it is 

certain that there will be fundamental structural changes, although there will 

normally be considerable uncertainty about the precise form of those changes« 

Projoot analysis, however, tends to work with a oonstant structural matrix, 

while focussing in greater detail on tho spooifics of tho action being con- 

sidered and using short-run curvos. Dut tho rapid changos in the economico- 

geographio matrix as a result of tho dovolopmont process make tho use of short- 

run curvos and partial analysis loss valuable for developing countries than for 

dovelopod ones. 

85. If tochnioal resources wore not limited, both tho aggregativo macro- 

goographic and the dotailod project studies should bo carried out in full. But 

sinoe there arc many limitations, the aggregative analysis can usofully replace 

tho dotailod analysis to a certain extent only, and tho use of both methods will 

be moro fruitful than the exclusive application of oithor one of them. Fbr if only 

dotailod project analyses are carried out, their joint effoots and their long 

range consoquonoeo will not bo anticipated, and important opportunities will bo 

missed for lack of awaronoss of larger trends. On tho other hand, if only a 

goneral analysis is made, many projects may have disastrous results for having 

overlooked important details, or, what is just as important, tho country may 

find itself with gonoral policios which may bo exoellont, but without oonorete 

programmes or specific projects to give substanco to thoso policies.*' 

1/ This vital point is documented in A, Watorston, Development Planning: 
Lessons of Expérience. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1965• 

»iirïi-*î 
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In short, the lack of information in specific cases, the lack of technical 

personnel, and the rapidity of change in developing countries make the 

application of rules of thumb, general guidelines and policy all the more 

necessary. 

86. Although profound changes are certain to take place in the economic 

struoture of a country, our present knowledge is too tenuous to permit any- 

thing but guessing as to the nature of these changes. Such conjectures are, 

of course, necessary, but because of new information and the fact that any 

plan for the future involves both an element of judgment and opinion, regional 

plans tend to be unstable. It must be re-emphasized that frequent changes will 

reduce the importance of regional policy as a substitute for information, by 

undermining the confidence of project planners in the validity of their fore- 

oasts. At the same time, as new and more detailed information becomes 

available, new possibilities will present themselves. Thus, there is a certain 

contradiction between the function of the plan as a stabilizing element in an 

excessively fluid situation, and the logical necessity of continued planning, 

feedback, and revision in the light of increasing understanding. There is no 

easy way to solve this probier ^ 

87. It may.also be noted that, since regional plans both produoe and replaoe 

information on the national economic situation, they play a more important role 

as a location factor for mature industries than for industries that are getting 

under way. As the latter are Btill uncertain about processes, relatione to 

complementary activities, and other factors which call for adaptability rather 

thar predictability, they will oontinue to favour the principal cities. It may 

thus bo said that the influence of regional policy ¿er se as a location factor 

will be strongest in the middle stages of economic take-off, after the 

beginnings but before maturity, when the patterns have become clearer and 

information is no^longer diffioult to obtain. 

l/  A particularly interesting discussion of the relation of scientific know- 
ledge and the exigencies of the actual situation in regional planning may 
be found in J. R. P. Friedmann & W. Stohr, "The Uses of Regional Soienoe: 
Policy Planning in Chile," Papers of the Regional Soienoe Association. 
Vol XX, 1967. 
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88. In conclusion, two general points must bo made in regard to regional policy 

as a factor to be taken into account in the location of  indoitry.    The first is 

that,   in çoographic torme,  economic development ^ay be viewed as a process of 

national economic integration.    This moans eliminating irrationalities in the 

production and exchange of goods and services  throughout  the country,  overcoming 

ignorance,  prejudice and inertia,   and facilitating the moans of exchange between 

different parts of thu country.-'      In this respect,   it  is necessary to take into 

account not  only the benefits to be dorived fron any project  in turns of pro- 

duction, or oven the external effects of the  project, aß such,  but its modernizing 

influonco on the local  population and the important role  it has to play in 

integrating the particular region in which-it  is located as well as its human and 

natural resources into the larger fabric of the modern nation which is trying to 

come into existence.    Needless to  say, there arc no quantitative or other scientific 

methods to evaluate the trade-off betwoon economic efficiency of a project and ite 

long rango effect in the making of a modern nation. 

89. A final observation may bo made on rogional planning.    In most countries, 

regional planning is done by the executive branch of the government, while 

budgetary and sometimos substantive approval  is givon by the parliament.    The 

oxocutivo branch is mainly divided into sectoral or functional divisions,  such 

as ministries«    The legislative branch,  almost without oxcoption, represents 

territorial divisions.    Technical planning sorvicos usually form part of the 

executive branch and most national plans have thus far been sectoral plans, more 

or loss formally roprosontablc in an input-output or some other social accounts 

table.    The emergence of national regional planning in the last few years 

prosonts a formidable problem:    from the technical point of view, planning is the 

responsibility of the exocutivo branch, but  in as much as it  involves territorial 

deoisions capablo of promoting or hindoring growth,  it is of inmodiato concern to 

individual legislators.     It  in olc.".r, thero Cov-o,  tlv.t re^i^ir-.l planning,   in contrast 

to roctwl   pi-nain"-,   v/ill  -",l>/'\yr.:  b.i dinr ;ípt-jJ.   ir   .nriohod oy  loo-il pr .if truncos, 

whatever tho vi jv:r?  xO profcarsion^.l  export r: '.a^;- V:J 

l/ See B, Balassa, The Theory of Economic Integration, lì. D.  Irwin, Now   York, 
I96I, and J. R. P.  Friedmann,  Rogional Development Policy, Cambridgo, MIT 
Press, 1966. 
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